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Chapter 7

Manning up and manning on
Masculinities, hegemonic masculinity,
and leisure studies
Corey W. Johnson and Luc S. Cousineau

So, what is masculinity or masculinities? Connell (2005) described “masculinity” as those practices in which men (and sometimes women and trans* individuals) engage male social gender roles, with the effects being expressed
through the body, personality, relations, and culture. In contemporary society,
social structures, social relations, and social discourses communicate these
understandings both overtly and covertly, and as humans we consume them
both consciously and unconsciously and naively or critically across various contexts. Of course, one of these important contexts is leisure. As Kivel (1996)
argues: “Leisure as a context for identity formation should not only focus on the
individual, but should also focus on the cultural ideologies which shape and
influence the individual”; hence, “the next step is to begin to understand how
leisure contexts contribute to a hegemonic process which creates ‘insiders’ and
‘outsiders’ ” (p. 204). One illustration is the vast number of advertisements we
encounter during our leisurely consumption of media and how those displays of
consumerism influence our gender norms.
On a continuous basis, men encounter elicit demonstrations of what it means
to be masculine through the media, which cultivates and sustains stereotypic
forms of gender and sexuality (Dunlap & Johnson, 2013; Johnson & Dunlap,
2011). Take Axe, a well-known brand of men’s grooming products owned by
the multinational consumer goods corporation Unilever. Since the 1990s, Unilever’s marketing strategy for Axe has been simple and clear, “use Axe products,
be a ‘real’ man, get women, and get laid.” This strategy can be seen in the “Meet
the Parents” Axe ad, which infers that most men cannot “achieve” idealized
manhood without Axe products, and without that manhood men do not have
enough redeeming qualities to “seduce women” and, ultimately, confirm their
heterosexuality. The commercial begins with two parents opening the door
exclaiming, “Welcome home,” as they greet their son Travis and his girlfriend.
Travis is marked as “less than manly” in a variety of ways. He is skinny, has
unkept hair, no muscles, a high-pitched voice, and poor fashion sense. Consequently, his parents seem overwhelmingly happy and a bit surprised when
Travis introduces his new girlfriend, as if it is the first time he has brought home
a woman. As Travis introduces Cindy to his parents, they greet her happily,
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exclaiming that it is “nice to meet her as they have heard so much about her.”
She smiles as she holds on to Travis lovingly. As the parents welcome her into
the house, they start to close the door as Travis half-heartedly laughs and says,
“Oh mom, no.” Reopening the door, he then introduces another woman,
Shannon, to his parents. The parents both look baffled as another woman walks
through the door and shakes their hand. Following Shannon’s surprise entrance,
Travis proceeds to introduce his parents to a host of additional women also
waiting outside (i.e., Erin, Jessica, Sierra, Megan, Nicole, and Elizabeth). Travis
smiles brightly, with a sense of both bravado and conquest. The look on the
parents’ faces moves from confusion to shock to disbelief. Travis looks back at
his parents and gives a calculated laugh as a visual of the various scents of Axe
deodorants and sprays fill the screen and a voice-over chimes in, “Axe, use in
moderation.” The message is very clear that Axe products make men masculine,
which means heterosexual and sexually desirable. Uncritical consumers say
things like, “It’s just a commercial, what’s the big deal?” Yet, the narrative told
in this type of advertisement tells viewers that to successfully be a “real man,”
they must attract idealistically “beautiful women” and, the more woman they
attract, the better men they will be. And, if, like most men, he cannot accomplish this aim on his own, he needs to buy Axe products to assist him.
What this example illustrates is that culture serves as both a cause and effect
of masculine behaviour, and in Western society masculinity has taken shape in
relation to securing and maintaining dominance. Masculine power is balanced
by the general symbolism of difference whereby the masculine is valued over the
feminine. While masculinity is grounded in difference, it is not a static characteristic or personal identity trait (Connell, 2005). Instead, masculinity is a fluid
construct with a multitude of possibilities and manifestations (hence masculinities) that is organized within social relations and ultimately changes those social
relations. According to Connell (2005), masculinity is not just an object of
knowledge, but the interplay between the agency of the individual and the
structure of the social institution.
In addition to recognizing the social construction of masculinity, it is also
important to recognize that masculinity is based on its dialectical relationship to
femininity (Connell, 2005). Therefore, it is necessary to situate masculinity in a
historical and cultural context that enables scholars to discuss men’s experiences
and relationships in relation to the social structure. This conceptual framework illuminates how masculinity can be understood as an aspect of a specific culture’s
spaces, practices, and products. In this sense, although masculinity is performed in a
variety of ways and can change across history and culture, most men often feel obligated – consciously or unconsciously – to perform masculinity situated amidst the
current social and cultural climate. These dominant ideological norms of masculinities are referred to as hegemonic masculinity. Rose and Johnson (2017) suggest:
Hegemonic masculinities refers to sets of practices in which dominant
social positions of men are promoted at the subordinated social positions of
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non-masculine identities. Values and activities associated with hegemonic
masculinity involve toughness, strength, conquest, domination, and heterosexuality, breadwinner, strong, stoic, emotionally detached, pragmatic, etc.,
even as these aspects are enacted and expressed in diverse ways.
(p. 4)
Hegemonic masculinity, then, fosters access to power (greater financial influence, conscious and unconscious hiring and promotion decisions, decision-
making authority, etc.) and legitimizes patriarchy. However, even within
hegemonic masculinity, a hierarchy materializes as hegemonic ideals intersect
with other privileged identity categories (e.g., heterosexual, white, wealthy),
which exacerbate power and privilege. Therefore, hegemonic masculinity is a
powerful process used to secure and maintain the current, dominant social
order.
Hegemonic masculinity is an elaborate performance of social authority, and
it is not easy to challenge openly. Men who eventually choose to challenge
hegemonic masculinity are forced to confront a dilemma of difference ( Johnson,
2013) and those on the outside are often easily dismissed. Sedgwick (1993)
inspired much thinking about the dilemmas of difference related to hegemonic
masculinity in her seminal and eloquent essay “Epistemology of the Closet.” In
it, she discussed how gay men are punished by hegemonic masculinity, merely
for existing as gay in the assumed heterosexually hegemonic masculinity. She
wrote:
Heterosexist and masculinist ethical sanctions [find] ready camouflage. If
the new common wisdom that hotly overt homophobes are men who are
“insecure about their masculinity” supplements the implausible, necessary
illusion that there could be a secure version of masculinity (known, presumably, by the coolness of its homophobic enforcement) and a stable, intelligible way for men to feel about other men in modern heterosexual capitalist
patriarchy, what tighter turn could there be to the screw of an already off-
center, always at fault, endlessly blackmailable male identity ready to be
manipulated into any labor of channeled violence.
(p. 56)
Hence, challenging hegemonic masculinity is not an easy feat, for gay men, poor
men, effeminate men, or many “non-normative” men.
As men who also identify as feminists, our goals are to try (and we often fail)
to combat patriarchy on an everyday basis! To do so, we must understand our
own masculinities, the positive kinds and the toxic kinds (Ferber, 2000; O’Neil,
2010), and decide what we can do about them as activists, researchers, teachers,
sons, husbands, brothers, friends, and socially just-oriented humans. To help
prepare us for this theoretically informed, but action-oriented task, we will
detail the historical and disciplinary roots of the study of masculinity, followed
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by the tensions and challenges we have encountered deploying this theoretical
framework. Next, we detail three of our projects so that you can see the theory
“in action,” and how the study of masculinity fits into the emerging fourth wave.
Finally, we end with a call to others, to consider so much unfinished business for
understanding how masculinity and the critical research on men can offer as
part of the solution for creating a more gender equitable world.
In an effort to understand a concept, it is important to understand how it
came to be, how it has been transformed, and how it is being used most contemporarily. With this in mind, we use the following section to review the history
of masculinity and, more importantly, its link to hegemonic masculinity.

Historical and disciplinary roots
In the early 20th century, Antonio Gramsci, a philosopher, politician, and later
a founder and leader of the Communist Party in Italy, took up and translated
the ancient Greek concept of hegemons through the writings of Karl Marx
(Gramsci, 1971). A hegemon is a leader with domineering tendencies who
creates norms, which are universally applicable, but generally serve the interests
of those in power (Boswell, 2004; Wallerstein, 1983). Gramsci theorized the
concept of hegemon beyond a leader to general society, arguing that hegemony
(the process employed by hegemons) manifests in the relationships between
those who have power (the dominant) and those who do not (the non-
dominant) ( Johnson, Barnett, & Hansen, 2014).
Hegemony requires no physical force and instead operates through indirect
coercion (valued ideologies) and unconscious consent, such as an individual’s
desire to seek acceptance or be considered normal. A hegemonic system is
dynamic, operating at a variety of levels to affect individuals and groups within
a social hierarchy ( Johnson et al., 2014). Halberstam (2011) argues there is not
one single entity of influence for hegemony, but rather a matrix of connected
ideals, which yield both individual and collective power. In this context,
hegemony is the term for a multilayered system by which a dominant group
achieves power not through coercion, but through the production of an
interlocking system of ideas which persuades people of the rightness of any
given set of often contradictory ideas and perspectives.
(Halberstam, 2011, p. 17)
These overlapping and interconnected ideologies and social pressures create
systems that reproduce an idealized target or norm. For example, even within
gay male communities, idealized representations of masculinity and masculine
bodies (such as muscular, young, hairless, white) dominate what is characterized
as ideal and sought after, even if users already inhabit spaces of a marginalized
masculinity. It is therefore both the ideal for the individual or group and the
simultaneous means of policing the group, using the group’s norms. However,
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these dominant ideologies are also continuously evolving at the same time as
being already out of reach for many of the individuals to which they apply.
Therefore, counter-movements against this idealization might lead to the development of sub-communities where badges of masculinity are valued in different
ways (i.e. bears, leather men, drag queens, etc.).
The concept of hegemonic masculinity is regularly attributed to R. W. Connell’s work throughout the 1980s and 1990s, with particular credit given to the
theoretical work done to contextualize the concept in the book Masculinities
(2005). In this work, Connell laid the foundation for the application of Gramsci’s
concept of hegemonic structures to the idea of masculinity and the performance/
construction of masculinity ideals in the larger social setting. For Gramsci, and
hence for Connell, the concept of hegemony “refers to the cultural dynamic by
which a group claims and sustains a leading position in social life” (Connell, 2005,
p. 77). Gramsci was not specific about the gendered nature of the concept as it is
used by Connell, but Connell employs the concept to both explore and explain the
nature and relationships between masculinities functioning in society: hegemony,
subordination, complicity, and marginalization. These relational spaces between
masculinities not only inform the interactions between those embodied by each
representation, but also the nature of places occupied in the social hierarchy.
Before diving too deeply into the context and concept of hegemonic masculinity, it is also important to note that it comes along with a well-reasoned assertion
that neither the nature of masculinities nor their place in the social order is fixed,
and that masculinity itself is a pliable concept, or a moving target throughout
history, which is also geographically and culturally malleable. In fact, Connell
devotes an entire chapter of Masculinities to the historical exploration of the
development of masculinity to illustrate that not only is the concept malleable
over time, but that we have a remarkably short memory when deciding to call
something “traditional.” As an example, the male role as “breadwinner” did not
emerge in Western society until the rise of mass industrialization and movement
to urban living situations (i.e., Britain in the mid- to late-19th century). Connell
does this for two reasons. The first is to help illustrate that the concept of a hegemonic masculinity as historically codified. To Connell (2005),
hegemonic masculinity can be defined as the configuration of gender practice which embodies the currently accepted answers to the problem of the
legitimacy of patriarchy, which guarantees (or is taken to guarantee) the
dominant position of men and the subordination of women.
(p. 77)
Simultaneously, Connell (2005) explains to the reader that “hegemony does not
mean total control. It is not automatic, and may be disrupted – or even disrupt
itself ” (p. 37). Although we see the version of masculinity in this role as, indeed,
hegemonic, what can fit in this space is susceptible to change and/or influence,
and is at the mercy of changes in societal ideology.
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So, what does that look like in our daily lives? Hegemonic masculinity is a
pliable and movable concept where the practices by which men (and sometimes
women) enact male social gender roles (i.e. breadwinner, strong, stoic, emotionally detached, pragmatic, etc.) to maintain patriarchy. This expression can
manifest through the body, social/emotional action, or the engagement of the
individual with social norms/pressures (e.g., big muscles, calm, no crying, financial independence, loves sex and has a lot of it). Social norms must then serve
as both cause and effect of enacting masculinity and have manifested in
Western society as a means of producing and maintaining dominance. Dominance, in this sense, is maintained not by physical power, but instead as codified
through indirect coercion and unconscious consent of hegemony – or you must
achieve those things to be a “good” man. Where the goal of hegemonic masculine action and social norms is domination, this power or access to it is contingent on the subjugation of the “other” – predominantly women, but also any
other who is unable to meet the expectations of the hegemonic ideal, including
Othered men (i.e., gay men, poor men, feminine men, etc.). Although hegemonic masculinity is organized and rewarded within social relations, the idealized pique (i.e., promiscuous, well-endowed, tall, educated, muscular, funny,
wealthy, able-bodied, athletic, good drivers, etc.) can never be achievable for
more than a small percentage of men (if any) and is ultimately unsustainable
long term, keeping most men consciously or unconsciously insecure, inept, and
in doubt.
In addition, Kimmel (2010) posits that the Othering in the context of hegemonic masculinity extends beyond creating a simple hierarchy, wherein certain
identities are excluded from the hegemonic ideal. Othering also becomes the
surface “against which heterosexual men project their identities, against whom
they stack the decks so as to compete in a situation in which they will always
win” (Kimmel, 2010, p. 27). Kimmel (2010) asserts that, not only does a hegemonic social structure subjugate, but it is also sexist and homophobic by its very
nature. For example, Savin-Williams (1998) argued that, even though gay men
are culturally defined and aligned with feminine interests, they have a great
attraction to and desire for masculinity. In fact, he argues that gay men’s same-
sex attractions are often experienced as an obsession of wanting to be near men,
with a desire for their masculinity. In a similar argument, Connell (2005) indicated that for gay men the point of reference for both personality and object
choice is masculinity and that the choice of a man as a sexual object is not just
the choice of a-body-with-penis, but of embodied masculinity. Both Savin-
Willams (1998) and Connell (2005) argued that gay men cannot invent new
objects of desire any more than heterosexual men can invent new objects of
desire. Instead, gay men’s desire is structured by the current gender order available to them. When attempting to redefine masculinity, their direction must
include the effeminacy placed upon them by others, as well as those hegemonic
masculine qualities they adopt. Thus, the research literature on gay men suggests that the subordination of gay men (which includes cultural exclusion,
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c ultural abuse, legal violence, street violence, economic discrimination, and
personal boycott) is facilitated by a gender order that positions gay men at the
bottom of a gender hierarchy among men, symbolically expelling gay men from
hegemonic masculinity and assimilating them to femininity. Nonetheless,
Connell (2005) suggested that hegemony can be disrupted or even disrupt itself.
Collectively, the uptake of hegemonic masculinity has occurred across a
variety of areas of study, and scholars have expanded on Connell’s original conception through individual perspectives and social settings. However, this cross-
applicability and malleability has also left the concept open to critique, and
even Connell has revisited the concept to address some of these issues (Connell
& Messerschmidt, 2005). At its core, Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity is anchored by four main tenets, which inform both the theoretical
employments of the concept, as well as its departures. Hegemonic masculinity
is: (a) non-fixed and historically contextual; (b) performance or construction of
masculinity and masculine traits which are then (c) ascribed to social, bodily,
and ideological regimens, which police social, cultural, and physical value onto
men, men’s bodies, and opinions about men; and (d) by its nature creates
Othering of those who are unable to meet these standards, while simultaneously
providing a model against which to compare masculine performance. The following section will address some of the critiques levied at hegemonic masculinity and its application across areas of study.

Tensions or challenges within the theoretical
perspective
In 2005, the same year that the second edition of Masculinities was published,
Connell worked with James Messerschmidt to address some of the critical perspectives and commentary that were levied against the initial conceptualization
of hegemonic masculinity (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005). The aim of this
collaboration was to redirect the use of hegemonic masculinity to better match
Connell’s original conceptualization of a representational structure that is
movable and malleable, based on the social settings and social pressures exerted
on those who embody that structure. Foremost, they defend both the use of masculinities and hegemony as useful concepts in the understanding and continued
development of research and theory on social roles of individuals and the development/maintenance of those roles. Connell and Messerschmitt (2005) critiqued some of the evolution of the use of hegemonic masculinity as a concept,
especially where it is applied in a binary-type understanding of gender or representational spaces. Owing to the inherent malleability of hegemony itself, they
are quick to illustrate that the binary/dichotomous understanding is not true to
the nature of hegemony or its intended application to masculinity. Their most
thorough critique is reserved for work that inserts the concept of hegemonic
masculinity into rigid typologies. Much like its application in a binary model of
gender, the main tenets of Connell’s Gramscian hegemonic masculinity are lost,
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with the consequence of it being oversimplified and by association improperly
attributed to diverse and problematized collections of individuals. In this work,
Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) also laud how the concept has been used to
support the idea of multiple masculinities, which are not only interrelated and
mappable one to another, but also contingent on one another for roles in the
masculinities landscape. Each of these multiple masculinities is in a state of
fluctuation relative to the its own boundary edges, as well as changing in relation to one another. Finally, Connell and Messerschmidt (2005) push for the
development of a more complex model of gender hierarchy, one that is focused
more on the intricacies of multiple representations and embodiments of masculinity and femininity and their interconnections.
Connell and Messerschmidt’s (2005) work analyzing and critiquing hegemonic masculinity is complemented by other authors who provide contemporary
theoretical challenges or proposed evolutions to the concept. Hearn (2004), as
an example, argued the application of the term hegemony, with particular respect
to hegemonic masculinity, is erroneous insofar as it does not adequately explain
or represent hegemonic influence in the Gramscian sense. The crux of Hearn’s
(2004) argument is that, in the development of the hegemonic masculinity
theoretical structure, men have not been sufficiently represented as gendered
beings. That is, although men have been the subjects of the research, they have
not been subjectively treated as gendered men, but are instead left as mostly
essentialized beings. Therefore, Hearn (2004) proposed a move to a Critical
Studies on Men (CSM) to better frame and understand discussions about men
and masculinities, as well as their influences on gender and the social order.
Johanssen and Ottemo (2015) both praised the concept of hegemonic masculinity for its contributions and development in the literature over time while
also providing a theorized direction for its further development. Johanssen and
Ottemo (2015) suggested an evolution of the concept into a Ricoeurian utopic
ideology; an idealized space with no fixed end, but instead an ever-moving goal
to strive towards. This is a markedly positive spin on the existence and embracing
of hegemonic masculinity and suggests that, rather than continuing a pejorative
dialogue about hegemonic ideation as a source of oppression and subordination,
it could be used as a positive benchmark for development and goal-setting.
Using the military as a context, Duncanson (2015) posited that the key to
fostering gender equity is not the democratizing of gender relations, but instead
more deliberate and direct change in the behavioural and social expectations
of men to drive change toward inclusion. Duncanson’s (2015) position relied
on the presupposition that understanding our gender ideologies, produced by
patriarchy, and particularly the influence and focus of hegemonic masculinity,
is not only the driving force for change (or lack of change) but the only force
that can create change in a postmodern cultural context. Duncanson (2015)
called attention to the modifications in accepted American military masculinity as it has changed since World War II and Vietnam War era presentations.
Currently, the peacekeeper or soldier-scholar are acceptable and attainable
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military masculinities, both of which contrast with the “defender-of-home” and
“killer-of-evil” warrior manifestations of American military masculinity propagandized in the past.
The tensions with the discourse surrounding hegemonic masculinity, particularly in its early actualization into theory, exist in three main areas. The first is
hegemonic masculinity as a representational structure; the representation of
hegemonic masculinity in a binary application where one is, or is not, or has, or
has not, the qualities of the hegemonic man. This was an oversimplification of
the concept as it was presented by Connell (2005), and leads to a too-simplified
understanding of the roles that masculinity and masculine ideology play in the
lives of all people. Second is that, even with the application of the concept,
men are not often understood as gendered beings, and are therefore lost in the
same monolith of generalized understanding as pre-feminist women and
women’s issues were. Third is an assertion that understanding and working
through hegemonic masculinity might be a way to positive progress; viewpoints
juxtaposed to a view of hegemonic masculinity as inherently problematic.
Through these critiques – theorization using hegemonic masculinity as a
concept and a conceptual lens, and contemporary applications in research – we
have begun to see things differently.

Seeing things differently: contemporary research
with hegemonic masculinity
As we articulated earlier, to a historically unprecedented degree, masculinity in
contemporary Western societies is available for scrutiny, interrogation, and
thoughtful engagement by both individuals and social institutions; and yet a
seemingly more self-aware masculinity is belied by centuries of cultural sediment, much of it reactionary, which continues to discipline the performance of
masculinity, especially in its formative stages. After two decades, Connell’s
concept of hegemonic masculinity has gained significant traction. Work applying the concept proliferated in North America and Britain (see Kimmel &
Messner, 2001; Whitehead & Barrett, 2001), but application of the concept was
also taken up in Japan (Roberson & Suzuki, 2003), the Middle East (Ghoussoub
& Sinclair-Webb, 2000), and other regions. During this time, hegemonic masculinity was also studied and applied in a variety of research contexts, including
education (Martino & Pallotta-Chiarolli, 2003), health (Hurrelmann & Kolip,
2002), violence (Kaufman, 2001), and fathering (Kindler, 2002). Connell’s original conceptualization of the hegemonic masculine as fluid in time and geography allowed for a variety of applications across disciplines and locations.
Authors like Hearn (2004) saw the pervasive influence of the hegemonic
masculine in various literatures, from commercial mass media, advertising, division of labour, activities of the state, and criminalization of the “other” through
laws against homosexuality. More contemporary uses of the concept, as in Halberstam (2011), expand on the policing of personal identities by preventing
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women from accessing power or by excluding them from masculine action (e.g.,
female masculinity). Similar to Halberstam (2011), Tyler and Fairbrother
(2013) explored how rural, frontiersman masculinity has not only pervaded the
modern urban understanding of what it means to be a “real man” (read: lumberjacks and cowboys) but has led to loss of life where the “stay and defend mentality” around personal property and family can influence public policy to the
extent that men choose the defense of property (and sometimes death) over
recommended evacuations during natural disasters – a hegemonic masculine
remnant of frontiersmen, mythologized for their ability to “tame” nature.
Steve Garlick’s (2010) work on internet pornography shows how hegemonic
masculine ideals informed the development of the pornography industry but
have subsequently been changed by the development of that industry, leading
to changes in attitudes about sexual conquest, body morphology, representational dynamics, and the taboo nature of certain sex acts within hegemonic
masculine ideology itself. Work exploring the roles the media have played on
young men’s representations of the self-online has shown that masculine identity online is manifested through stylized representations of the body and physique (Manago, 2013; Siibak, 2010). Light (2013), as well as Harvey, Ringrose,
and Gill (2013), demonstrated that online peer network approval, as well as
precise attitudinal and photographic representation of self, had significant
effects on whether young men online were lauded or chastised for their own
masculinity. Sweeney (2014) problematized a prominent juxtaposition for young
men’s masculinity where they must be both the party animal and the respectable man to meet a contemporary collegiate masculine ideal, and that this
duality must manifest online and in person. In their interesting analysis of the
UK television show Playing it Straight, Alderson (2014) highlighted how, within
the context of the show, hiding homosexuality is rewarded and demonstrably
stereotypically homosexual behaviour is devalued to the point of exclusion – an
association with contemporary masculinity discourse, which continues to place
the gay (homosexual) man in the category of “other” regardless of how or
whether they manifest other hegemonic ideals. Also, Moisio, Arnould, and
Gentry (2013) and Moisio and Beruchashvili (2016) have explored the role
that domestic masculinity has played in the development of hegemonic masculine ideals and how “do-it-yourself ” and masculinized spaces within the heterosexual home settings have been delimited by hegemonic masculinity. In this
context, although the work on masculinities and hegemonic masculinities continues to evolve, its evolution has also begun to take shape in leisure studies.

Hegemonic masculinity in leisure studies
Most research on masculinity in leisure studies has been undertaken by Corey
alone or with collaborators. Engaging with the “crisis of representation” presented to men as they engage with masculine ideologies, Johnson, Richmond,
and Kivel (2008) had young men of different races explore how they engaged
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with the representational politics they faced with masculinity. Combining
themes of race and media consumption as a leisure activity, Berbary and
Johnson (2016) documented how drag kings (women performing as men) played
with masculinity as a way of pointing out the fallacy of masculinity and disrupting patriarchy. Dunlap and Johnson (2013) and Johnson and Dunlap (2011)
explored how straight men’s and gay men’s identities intersected with masculinity through their media exposure and consumption, and Kivel and Johnson
(2009) explored constructions of masculinity and leisure as they are linked to
media consumption. These projects, although several years apart and working
with different populations of (mostly) men, served independently to highlight the
continued influence of media and imagery on the perceptions and personifications
of masculinity in men (and women acting as men), and led additional empirical
support to previous work on the embodiment of misogynist attitudes in gay bars.
Using the country and western gay bar as a backdrop, Corey ( Johnson, 2002,
2008; Johnson & Samdahl, 2005) explored how gay men enacted hegemonic
masculine ideals within that leisure microcosm, even as they are feminized and
reduced by the same hegemonic masculine ideologies outside of the gay bar
setting. How patrons negotiated hegemonic masculinity in response to a weekly
lesbian night in this predominantly gay male environment was telling about
how the power of gendered social structures was largely unaffected by sexual
preference. Revisiting race, but with a specific focus on leisure pursuits, Kivel,
Johnson, and Scraton (2009) examined how individuals have been represented
in terms of race in leisure literature, presenting a reconceptualization of leisure
research, which accounts for individual experiences within the broader discourses of ideology and power. And, most recently, Rose and Johnson (2017),
using critical ethnography, explored some of the ways in which masculinities
served as both a rationale and an outcome of men facing homelessness living in
the margins of an urban municipal public park.
In addition to Johnson and collaborators, Blanco and Robinett (2014)
provide a contemporary application of Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity. Their research examines the effect of hegemonic masculinity on leisure
practices and public discussion of leisure practices of young men in the United
States. Exploring how these young men engaged with and discussed their leisure,
Blanco and Robinett (2014) found many were willing and active participants in
leisure practices that were non-hegemonic in nature (e.g., bubble baths). They
also noted the men’s engagement with non-hegemonic activities were silenced
in public, for fear of reprisal and reduction in masculine status. In contrast, the
authors found “men who meet hegemonic expectations are not required to
explain their behaviours” (p. 363).
Other scholars have examined leisure pursuits using hegemonic masculinity
as their frame of analysis, but this work has not occurred within leisure studies,
nor does it draw on leisure theory. These contributions include work on video
games and gamers (cf. Chess & Shaw, 2015; Dill & Thill, 2007; Kirkland,
2009), youth sports (cf. Connell, 2008; Gottzén & Kremer-Sadlik, 2012;
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Messner, 2011), and outdoor pursuits (cf. Brandth & Haugen, 2005; Humberstone, 2000; Humberstone & Pedersen, 2001).

Men’s involvement in advancing feminist
social justice
At the surface, the inclusion of masculinity and men into writing about feminist
theory and ideology might seem counterintuitive. However, in a fourth wave of
feminist thought, we believe that it is a necessary inclusion as a means of
consciousness-raising and for a more socially just theoretical framework.
We recognize that our argument is not without problematic undercurrents,
insofar as the historically dominant group (men) is arguing for inclusion. Our
argument is not for the insertion of men and masculinities into feminist theory
full stop, but instead the use of feminist theory with contemporary theories and
understandings of masculinity to open up that concept up for discussion and use
outside of a problematic “traditional maleness” as limiting – perpetuating marginalization, oppression, and violence. By including men and masculinity in
feminist thought and discussion, the ownership of feminist theory and feminist
practice is opened up to those who may have believed it was not a tool for their
use and, since masculinity can belong to men, women, trans* and non-binary
individuals, it can belong to us all. The allowance (or affordance) of men to
engage fully with, and contribute to, feminist theorization would allow men to
more wholly critique and/or engage with gender spaces and social roles, and
provide new avenues for expression of self and development of social norms.
Despite our call for more men’s participation in feminism, we would remind
folks, as Corey ( Johnson, 2013) has previously suggested, that;
[M]en cannot appropriate the use of feminism for the study of gender (and
masculinity) without consideration of the issues surrounding the privileged
subjectivity as men … ensur[ing] that we are not responsible for creating
and recreating androcentric biases, reinforcing male privilege, and/or
erasing the important position of women in the creation and dissemination
of new knowledge.
(p. 248)
As men are embraced in feminist theorization, two additional avenues are
opened to them beyond the social engagement with masculinity.
To begin, along with extending our theory base, men are more able to engage
fully with activist labour within the feminist movement. Beyond the peripheral,
male ally support provided in the past, the engagement of men as feminist activists, who are accepted and welcomed by the wider feminist landscape, allows for
the development and maintenance of programs like the United Nations HeForShe campaign and IMPACT 10x10x10, where men work actively with feminist
ideals to support and develop women’s full social involvement. In this framework,
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ten male heads of state, ten male corporation leaders, and ten male university
presidents have committed to becoming change leaders for gender equity. These
efforts materialize in all sorts of initiatives, such as the head of state in Rwanda
creating a network of One Stop Centers to give sexual assault victims immediate
access to police, medical, and support services, or the CEO of Unilever (which
coincidentally owns Axe body spray) launching an initiative to support skills
training for over 168,000 female smallholder farmers in its supply chain (HeFor
She.org, 2017).
At the University of Waterloo, where we both work, our President has “provided six scholarships, valued at up to $12,000 each over four years, to outstanding female students admitted to Year One of an undergraduate science,
technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) degree program in which
females are currently underrepresented” (HeForShe.org, 2017). Programs like
this can benefit from a well-developed feminist activist grounding and use male
feminists (in some places, celebrity male feminists) to present and propagate a
socially and gender-conscious message in universities, political arenas, and on
international stages, to allow men to better understand their roles in the development and maintenance, as well as dismantling, of patriarchy. The use of male
celebrity feminists (e.g., HeForShe) is of particular interest, as it calls into question the motivations of those men. Regardless of their motivation, men’s
involvement invariably increases the notoriety and significance of these issues.
Second, accepting men and masculinities into a feminist space allows and
gives men new and functional tools to critique other men; critiques which are
functionally and affectively different when levied from more traditional womencentered/feminist spaces. For example, critiques levied by Jackson Katz, a former
high school and college football star and gender violence activist, who gave a
small TEDx talk (with around 100 audience members), has now been viewed on
the internet over 1.8 million times.
In arguing that gender-based violence is inherently a men’s issue, Katz’s messaging has found purchase in “high-status homosocial male organizations and
groups – such as fraternities, organized sports, and the military” (Messner,
Greenberg, & Peretz, 2015, p. 3). For the past two decades, Katz has been actively involved in a gender-based violence prevention capacity with the U.S.
military. In addition, the U.S. Air Force now requires all of its members to participate in a bystander intervention training developed by Katz (Messner et al.,
2015). Benefiting from the same patriarchal powers they seek to dismantle,
social and gendered criticism levied by men like Katz (read: straight, white,
male, affluent, former athlete, educated) weighs differently than others; but also
evokes critical attention from those who dispute their messaging (Kimmel,
1998, 2013). By facilitating this type of critique, a fourth wave of feminism,
which includes men, may have the effect of more efficiently moving resources
from men to women by using feminist men as leverage.
In more broadly sharing the ownership of masculinity, we, who strive to be
feminist activists and facilitate men critiquing men, have the potential to make
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changes to leisure landscapes as they currently stand as well. Leisure contexts
and behaviours are often structurally gendered, which means that we ascribe
levels of acceptability along gendered lines to our own participation, and the
participation of others. Although these ascriptions are malleable and socially
contextual, they form important markers for some social understanding of
appropriate (or inappropriate) leisure pursuits. This assigned (in)appropriateness
may go beyond being oppressive to those who push the gendered boundaries and
may become exclusionary for those who do not conform. In a Canadian sport
context, for example, field hockey is generally understood as a women’s game,
and men who play not only face questions about the nature of the game and
their reasons for playing, but they may also face queries about the nature of their
uniforms, their perceived effeminate natures, and even heteronormative assumptions about their sexuality. For these reasons, among others, male participants in
this sport face challenges beyond simple access to teams or playing time, and
must manage socially oppressive behaviours associated with misappropriated
ideas about their participation.
Men who sew face similar stigmatized leisure participation emerging from
heteronormative assumptions about domesticity and traditionally domestic
practices. Different from cooking (a traditionally feminized domestic task, which
has been dominated by men commercially for centuries) and knitting (a traditionally feminized domestic task, which has been reclaimed by millennials as a
new handmade-chic activity for both men and women), male domestic sewers
remain anomalous and problematic for traditional norms. As a result, men can
be seen as successful fashion designers, but not skilled home sewers. Both sewing
and field hockey present leisure contexts where a developed feminist theory,
which includes examinations of men and masculinity, has (as of yet) failed to
properly explore. Although the heteronormative nature of these situations can,
and should, be analyzed with existing feminist and gender theories, the leisure
contexts and effects of masculinities and hegemonic gender understandings in
these leisure spaces require the attention of leisure scientists and theorists
moving forward. The application of contemporary masculinity and feminist theories to the existing spaces of leisure participation and understanding opens new
avenues for exploratory and explanatory research about our leisure lives, and
how those leisure lives affect and are affected by social pressures, norms, expectations, and deviations. It also allows leisure sciences to approach research in a
more socially just way, expanding not only understandings of place and space,
but also how those places and spaces are explored.

Engaging with fourth wave feminisms
The work of engaging with fourth wave feminism and masculinity is of critical
importance, at least on the part of male authors and scholars who might dare
to claim the moniker of feminist. It is not enough to simply claim to be a feminist scholar in name; it must emerge through the embodiment of feminist
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epistemological perspectives and engagement with issues of power, social
justice, and role politics as they affect members of a society. As discussed in
Chapter 1, these applications of feminist thought move across and between
previous waves of feminist theory speaking to the blurred boundaries between
waves and Maclaran’s (2015) online actualization of third wave micropolitics.
A move away from the radically exclusive politics of some parts of second
wave feminist thought, through the individualistic and reclamation nature of
what might be called the third wave, opens up the possibility that not only can
men be seen and accepted as full-fledged feminists, but that their contributions
to the scholarship and social action inherent in the larger feminist movement
can be useful, if not absolutely necessary. In this way, men’s engagement with
feminism and critiques of masculinity could be discussed as decidedly fourth
wave on its own. This is perhaps well tied to the inclusion of an appreciation for
skepticism in a fourth wave femtheory (Dean & Aune, 2015), which, although
it does not welcome anti-feminist sentiment, does allow for theoretical considerations about how feminist practice can be applied, even by men. Further,
fourth wave feminism appears like it will revisit and reinterpret previously made
arguments about men in feminism and the roles they can play in addressing patriarchy. Although the globality and rapid mobilization afforded by the internet
can serve to channel problematic discourses directly to feminist researchers/
activists (Chess & Shaw, 2015), it has also permitted coordinated mobilization
and widespread action promoting feminist causes, actualized (at least in part) by
men (Earl & Kimport, 2011). Nuanced, well-researched, and supportive men’s
engagement with feminist theory and discourse has also allowed for the study of
men as sexed and gendered entities to emerge, not in contrast to women and
women’s studies, but as a complement to these works engaged with power and
gendered spaces.
For example, Luc’s use of feminist theory and research practice has come
through working with young adults to examine their engagement with gender
and leadership, and their personal experiences navigating these difficult patriarchal spaces. In the co-ed, overnight summer camp setting, Cousineau and Roth
(2012) explored how young adult staff members strongly expressed gendered
leadership preference for males, even while engaged with “care work” at summer
camps. These findings created an interesting juxtaposition between the highly
gendered notion of “care work” as women’s work and the expressed idea that
leadership and camp management was better suited to male leaders.
Luc’s current interest expands on this previous work using feminist theory to
guide an exploration of the roles and influence of online men’s activism and
activist spaces on the offline lives of those engaged with it. Included in this
online involvement is the participation in men’s rights activist (MRA) groups,
which emphasize a perceived devaluation of men’s rights and roles within
Western society by other groups, and pays particular attention to women’s
groups and feminism (Banet-Weiser & Miltner, 2016; Jordan, 2016; Schmitz &
Kazyak, 2016). These MRA groups, which speak for the reclamation of men’s
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social roles and promote the entitlement of men to social power and prestige
( Jordan, 2016; Schmitz & Kazyak, 2016), encourage the deconstruction of
women’s and minority rights in favour of a hegemonic superiority for men. Their
development and growth in anonymous and non-anonymous online communities is likely telling of hidden growth in offline sociopolitical spaces and we
must ask: How do these ideas translate to offline spaces? And what effect do
these ideologies have on institutional decision making outside of the internet?
This work builds on his previous work on discursive internet spaces (see Bergstrom, 2011; Bernstein et al., 2011; Knuttila, 2011; Springer, 2015), critiques of
neoliberal social spaces (see: Brodie, 2008; Brown, 2005; Kennelly, 2014; Smith,
2005), and overt and tacit understandings of the internet and web as masculinized
areas which render permissible certain types of behaviour and activity that are
patently taboo offline (Cousineau, ongoing). Luc’s research trajectory includes a
digital ethnography (Cousineau, Oakes, & Johnson, in press, 2018; Pink et al.,
2016) of “men’s rights” internet communities and their translation to offline
actions and activities. Digital ethnography focuses on the multiplicity of digital
engagements, and the diverse ways that individuals engage with media – some of
which are disconnected from the digital. Research in this area will help us understand how bloggers and ideologues like Daryush Valizadeh – aka Roosh V1 – can
develop sufficient following to have public meetings and merit international
media coverage in countries where goals of gender equality are understood to be
well established. This research trajectory can also help to shed light on the role
that digital cultures play in the development of populist movements like Black
Lives Matter, and how counter- and quasi-counter-movements materialize and
propagate online, then transition to offline action.
And, despite Corey’s contributions to the leisure studies literature on masculinity discussed earlier, he continues to employ a theoretical lens around
masculinity, adopting and adapting to a fourth wave. He is currently working
on a large study that looks at geo-social networking applications (GSNAs).
GSNAs use cell phones and satellites to create computer-mediated communication whereby users exchange a series of electronic messages and participate
in different relational activities via cyberspace that ultimately cultivate in-
person meetings (dates, meet-ups, sex hook-ups, etc.). These online communications are radically and rapidly changing the nature of our cultural
landscape, including gender identities, sexual practices, use of public space,
commerce, and quality of life. Collectively, these projects advance a “hopeful”
optimism that fourth wave feminism is “breaking” on the shores of leisure
studies.

Unfinished business
Of course, there are limits to our approach. Our positionality is, and must be,
different from many others who employ feminist thought and theory for social
justice. Although not in and of itself a limitation, it renders the imbrication of
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theoretical perspectives more complex and demands that we are continually
aware and sensitive to our own power. Our subject matter is challenging, not
just to us, but to dominant social paradigms. These challenges are ones that we
can meet with reading, careful consideration, thought, and again more reading.
However, these are luxuries and privileges that are not always recognized by the
public, and as such form and maintain the social places and spaces that police
us. Because of this, our approach is sometimes subjugated, and our research
diminished because of its criticality.
Despite these limits, we engage with masculinities and feminist theory as
ways of working toward social justice goals: seeing masculinity issues as issues
of power and subordination, largely by men toward women, as well as men
toward other men – all perpetuating patriarchy. Feminism has provided us
with a toolkit of theories and perspectives which has allowed us to see and
experience our power-laden and gendered lives differently, and, to cast a critical gaze on spaces of power, privilege, and subjugation we are a part of,
bound up in our masculinity – hegemonic or not. Through conversations
such as the ones discussed throughout this chapter, we can begin to break
down the idealistic hegemonic masculinities in society and begin to build up
a shared sense of humanity that is inclusive to all. And, with the politics of
hope ( Johnson & Parry, 2015; Parry & Fullagar, 2013) as our torch, we think
scholarship on masculinity, movements like HeForShe, the continued work
of activist/scholars like Jackson Katz, and our own research endeavours, can
make a difference.
Can this transformation work? Let’s end as we began. In 2016, given the critiques levied at previous ad campaigns, by both scholars and consumers, Axe
employed a marketing strategy that, instead of celebrating and reinforcing a
monolithic, patriarchal, hegemonic masculinity, celebrated and offered representations of a variety of men, masculinities, personalities and body types,
embracing what make them attractive and unique. This change in narrative
offers a refreshing display of modern masculinity and self-positivity. Moreover,
this new series of Axe ads displays characters that are relatable and inclusive.
One such example is the “Find Your Magic” Axe ad, which begins on a loud
city street with shots of large billboards displaying idealistic “fit” men and their
six-pack abs. The camera then zooms into a car on the street with a woman and
man sitting and laughing lovingly at each other. Suddenly, an off-screen male
voice begins to narrate, “Come on, a six-pack? Who needs a six pack, when you
got the nose.” A camera then further zooms in on the man sitting in the car,
who looks to be very tall and slim with a rather large nose. The man in the car
continues to laugh with the woman beside him as he looks at the camera with a
million-dollar smile. “Or a nose, when you got the suit,” as what appears to be a
cowboy dressed in a blue-striped suit walks confidently down a crowded street
placing a cowboy hat on his head, as others walking by him stop and turn to
look at him. “Now you don’t need the suit, when you’ve got the moves,” as the
scene changes to a gym with people running on treadmills. The camera zooms
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in on one man running backwards on the treadmill as he dances to the beat of
his music and smiles over at the girl running beside him. “Or moves, when you
got the fire,” as the scene changes to a man with flaming red hair in a bathroom
hyping himself up by boxing and screaming. “Or fire, when you rock those
heels,” as it displays two men wearing colourful shirts and heels dancing down a
runway while a panel of judges hold up a sign that says “10.” “Or heels, when
you ride those wheels,” as it displays what appears to be a newly married couple
on a dance floor. The man in the scene is sitting in a wheelchair with a woman
on his lap, and they are spinning in circles with vibrant smiles on their faces.
“Looks; man, who needs looks, when you got the books,” as two younger boys
are shown in a music store buying records and catching each other’s attention.
“Or books, when you got some balls,” as it shows a younger man and woman
who appear to be streaking with a flag wrapped around their naked bodies laughing at each other as they run from the police. “And who needs all that, when
you get the door,” as a younger man opens the door for a woman getting out of a
yellow car. “When you got the dough, the brains, the touch, the ‘awe’,” as it first
displays a man behind the counter of what appears to be a pizza parlour clapping
his hands together as a cloud of flour appears; then a man standing in front of a
chalkboard with a complicated math equation written down, throwing a piece
of chalk towards the camera; then a woman laying on a bed grabbing a pillow in
sexual delight; and finally a man with a long red beard and leather jacket, sitting
on a couch with soft cute little kittens playing on his shoulder. “That’s right,
who needs the other thing, when you’ve got your thing, now work on it!” as the
scene cuts back to the first man in the car with the him smiling toward the
camera as the woman in the driver’s seat puts the car in drive and begins to pull
away. The ad concludes by re-showing some of the characters applying the Axe
grooming products to themselves as the words “Find. Your. Magic” appear across
the screen. This ad, then, works to represent men as diverse subjects, with many
masculinities, as opposed to products sold to achieve the unachievable, limiting,
constraining, violent, oppressive: hegemonic masculinity. Indeed, it puts forth
the possibility of opening up masculinity to be more than “getting women and
getting laid.”
Advertisement campaigns such as this simultaneously highlight the importance of opening up the necessary dialogue surrounding masculinity and function
to promote a society that is just, inclusive, and creates space for all of us to Man
Up, and Man On!

Note
1 Roosh V, a self-proclaimed “pick-up artist,” ignited a storm of controversy and media
coverage when he planned a series of men’s meet-ups in major Canadian cities seeking
men who supported his messages of a return of men as the rulers and controllers of
public and private life (Valizadeh, 2015c), keeping women outside of the workforce
(Valizadeh, 2015b), advocating for legalized rape (Valizadeh, 2015a), and for men to
treat every woman they meet like “a slut” (Valizadeh, 2013).
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